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She's Still The One Belgrave House
Getting engaged was supposed to be the easy way out... Derek Sawyer, sexiest bad boy on
the racing circuit, is about to land a huge sponsor. The only problem is the oil baron’s
daughter wants to make Derek part of the deal. Worried he’ll offend the old billionaire if he
rejects his daughter, Derek comes up with the perfect plan—pretend he’s already engaged to
his friend Lilly. Lilly Harmon used to daydream about her childhood crush Derek proposing to
her...but not like this. Since she just lost her boyfriend and her job, and her five-year plan is
drastically off track, playing pretend with Derek just might be the perfect distraction from her life
Money. Family. Love. The truth could destroy everything. And to think this engagement was
supposed to be the easy way out...
Deep Blue Eternity Entangled: Indulgence
[Siren Menage Everlasting: Sextet Anthology 5] Are there visions of sugarplums dancing in your head?
Or are you wishing for a package filled with hot, sweet love for Christmas? If so, then be sure to check
your stocking for the latest installment of the Sextet Anthologies, Mistletoe & Menage. The Sextet elves
have been making a list and checking it twice to include something for every taste, whether naughty or
nice. They’ve got the man—or men—of your dreams all tied up with ribbons and bows and ready for
delivery just in time for your Christmas enjoyment. These guys are guaranteed to jingle your sleigh bells,
deck your halls, and take you walking in a winter wonderland of sensuous treats. So, whether you want
one, two, or even three sexy Santas beneath your Christmas tree this year, curl up with a cup of steaming
hot chocolate and let us fulfill your Christmas wishes like never before! ** Home for Christmas by
Elizabeth Raines [M/F/M, contemporary] Childhood friends Jayne Reynolds, Steve Mason, and Matt
Wagner were always The Three Musketeers, sharing everything. When the three of them become
Yuletide lovers, will the consequences tear apart their lifelong friendship or lead them to a happily ever
after for three? ** Angel on Broadway by Cheryl Brooks [M/F/M, contemporary with paranormal
elements] Still mourning her late husband, Ariel Nathanson is drawn to the music of downtown
Nashville. Alexei and Nico Tomaris are two Greek cousins playing in a country band. Alexei has carried
a torch for Ariel for years, but Nico found her first. Sharing her isn’t an option—or is it? ** Thrice
Upon a Yuletide by Bethany Michaels [M/F/M, historical] The best of friends since their youth, Anna,
Stephen, and Phillip have always shared everything, including a marriage bed. But when Stephen,
Viscount Avonmore, makes a desperate request of his oldest friend on Christmas Eve, the ties between
all three lovers begin to fray and they begin to wonder if their unconventional love can weather the
approaching storm. ** A Little Elfin Magic by Mellanie Szereto [M/F/M, contemporary, bondage, sex
toys] When Noelle Merriweather's best friends ask her to play Mrs. Claus, she insists that they dress up
too—as elves, complete with tights. Christopher Greene and Nick Slater claim the costumes will give
them erectile dysfunction, but will they refuse her offer to test-drive their equipment after the party? **
Two Kisses Under the Mistletoe by Niki Hayes [M/F/M, contemporary] Julie Logan hasn’t felt much
since her grandmother passed away, but she’s hoping for a Christmas miracle when she returns home
to Iris Hills, where she reconnects with her high school friends John and Keith. Can these two sexy men
help her find what she’s looking for under the Mistletoe? Note: There is no sexual relationship or
touching for titillation between or among the men. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Kensington Publishing Corp.
Public relations professionals are operating in an increasingly challenging
and complex environment. Pressures from outside the organisation include
new accountabilities, empowered stakeholders, increased public cynicism and
a new communication landscape. Internally, there are increasing demands to
demonstrate a strategic contribution, alongside a requirement to coach and
counsel senior managers exposed to these environmental pressures. This
revised and updated edition provides a framework to enable public relations
professionals to clearly articulate and demonstrate their own contribution
to organisational effectiveness, while also setting out the specific
capabilities public relations leaders must exhibit to operate at the
highest levels of the organisation. This edition further develops the
pioneering approach to integrating thinking around public relations,
leadership, and strategy. It has been updated comprehensively to address
contemporary developments and introduce new research and fresh perspectives
from the authors. New to this edition are insights from Chief Executives on
what they expect from public relations leaders and a comprehensive set of
capabilities which scope the demanding role of professionals at the top of
their game. Concise and practical, this textbook is suitable for MBA and
other postgraduate and executive education qualifications in Public
Relations and Corporate Communications – especially for those students who
wish to pursue a successful career as a professional public relations
specialist, able to operate strategically at the top of successful
organisations.

Nashville Naughty Dragonfly Press Books
No groom? No Problem. When her fiancé tries to turn their wedding into a publicity stunt, Jenna
ditches the nuptials—and the groom she shouldn’t have been with in the first place—and skips
straight to the honeymoon. The getaway driver, her ex-fiancé’s former business partner, Zach, is
the perfect guy to help reshape her romantic newlywed itinerary into an anti-couple, anti-romance,
anti-honeymoon adventure for two. They trade couples yoga for kickboxing lessons. Five-star dining
on the beach for pizza and beer at a dive bar. Forget couples massage—Jenna’s getting that tattoo
she’s always wanted, and dares Zach to get one, too. And those naughty boudoir pics she took in
place of romantic sunset snaps? Those aren’t going in anyone’s wedding album. Not that Zach
will forget them anytime soon. As each item on Jenna’s anti-couples list is checked off, the anti-
honeymoon with Zach feels more and more like the real thing, and she wishes the list was just a little
bit longer...and even steamier.
Punk 57 Dragonfly Press Books
When Emily Kingston wins a date with country music hunk Bo Branson from a
Nashville radio station, she knows it's meant to be. But when she and her sister,
Sarah, arrive in Nashville for the big weekend, it doesn't quite work out as she
planned. The date isn't really a date--it's an extended meet-and-greet for four: Bo,

Emily, Sarah and Sean, the cute but annoying promotions guy from the radio station.
To make matters worse, Bo only has eyes for Sarah, when Emily is the one he's
supposed to be wining and dining! Emily enlists Sean to help her win Bo's attention,
but Sean has a secret crush of his own.
Strategic Public Relations Leadership Siren-BookStrand
USA TODAY BESTSELLER • Lauren Layne brings all the unpredictable heat of
Blurred Lines to an all-new cast of characters! Country music’s favorite good girl is
hiding away from the world—only to find herself bunking with a guy who makes her
want to be a little bad. Jenny Dawson moved to Nashville to write music, not get
famous. But when her latest record goes double platinum, Jenny’s suddenly one of
the town’s biggest stars—and the center of a tabloid scandal connecting her with a
pop star she’s barely even met. With paparazzi tracking her every move, Jenny flees
to a remote mansion in Louisiana to write her next album. The only hiccup is the
unexpected presence of a brooding young caretaker named Noah, whose foul mouth
and snap judgments lead to constant bickering—and serious heat. Noah really should
tell Jenny that he’s Preston Noah Maxwell Walcott, the owner of the estate where
the feisty country singer has made her spoiled self at home. But the charade gives
Noah a much-needed break from his own troubles, and before long, their verbal
sparring is indistinguishable from foreplay. But as sizzling nights give way to quiet
pillow talk, Noah begins to realize that Jenny’s almost as complicated as he is. To fit
into each other’s lives, they’ll need the courage to face their problems
together—before the outside world catches up to them. Praise for Good Girl “I
couldn’t read this fast enough! Lauren Layne created witty and well-developed
characters who pulled at my heartstrings and had me falling in love over and over
again! I highly recommend Good Girl, one of my favorites of the year!”—USA Today
bestselling author Brooke Cumberland “Good Girl is a delicious bite of Southern
seduction with chemistry that sizzles. It’s the perfect way to spend a summer
night.”—Rebecca Yarros, author of the Flight & Glory series Lauren Layne’s New
York Times bestselling Oxford Novel series can be read in any order: IRRESISTIBLY
YOURS I WISH YOU WERE MINE SOMEONE LIKE YOU I KNEW YOU WERE
TROUBLE I THINK I LOVE YOU Don’t miss any of Lauren Layne’s hot reads: The
Love Unexpectedly series: BLURRED LINES | GOOD GIRL | LOVE STORY | WALK
OF SHAME | AN EX FOR CHRISTMAS The Sex, Love & Stiletto series: AFTER
THE KISS | LOVE THE ONE YOU’RE WITH | JUST ONE NIGHT | THE TROUBLE
WITH LOVE The Redemption series: ISN’T SHE LOVELY | BROKEN | CRUSHED
The I Do, I Don’t series: READY TO RUN | RUNAWAY GROOM Includes an excerpt
from another Loveswept title.
A Limited Engagement Taylor & Francis
"Having been born a freeman, and for more than thirty years enjoyed the blessings of
liberty in a free State—and having at the end of that time been kidnapped and sold into
Slavery, where I remained, until happily rescued in the month of January, 1853, after
a bondage of twelve years—it has been suggested that an account of my life and
fortunes would not be uninteresting to the public." -an excerpt
With This Kiss: Part One Lulu.com
Tyler Barnes can't believe his eyes when Alexis MacAdams walks back into his life.
His high school crush left Mangrove Island seventeen years ago and never looked
back. He's held on to the memory of her, even though she never gave him a second
glance. Now Alexis is back for the holidays and Tyler is determined to make a lasting
impression before she slips away again. He soon learns, however, that her broken
heart needs to heal before he has a chance to win it. Can Tyler convince her to risk
her heart for a second time?
Off Track Loveswept
A second-chance love story with hot Southern lovin'… When a tour bus crash ends
country music star Trent Ryder's career and his marriage, he builds a wall around
himself that no one can breach--until quirky girl next door, Patterson, literally knocks
him off his feet. Patterson is drawn to grumpy, damaged Trent, but she’s running
from her own special kind of hell—the kind that involves a long walk down the aisle.
Can two people who weren't looking for anything more than a hot summer fling make
something that will last? Explore the naughty side of Nashville with all the books in
Bethany Michaels’ popular Naughty in Nashville series!
Home Health Care Dragonfly Press Books
"SMART AND SASSY" (New York Times) P.I. Kinsey Millhone is at it again in "N" is
for Noose—another thrilling adventure from the #1 New York Times bestselling
author Sue Grafton Kinsey Millhone should have done something else--she should
have turned the car in the direction of home. Instead, she was about to put herself in
the gravest jeopardy of her career. Tom Newquist had been a detective in the Nota
Lake sheriff's office--a tough, honest cop respected by everyone. When he died
suddenly, the townsfolk were saddened but not surprised: Just shy of sixty-five,
Newquist worked too hard, smoked too much, and exercised too little. That plus an
appetite for junk food made him a poster boy for an American Heart Association
campaign. Newquist's widow didn't doubt the coroner's report. But what Selma
couldn't accept was not knowing what had so bothered Tom in the last six weeks of
his life. What was it that had made him prowl restlessly at night, that had him
brooding constantly? Selma Newquist wanted closure, and the only way she'd get it
was if she found out what it was that had so bedeviled her husband. Kinsey should
have dumped the case. It was vague and hopeless, like looking for a needle in a
haystack. Instead, she set up shop in Nota Lake, where she found that looking for a
needle in a haystack can draw blood. Very likely, her own."N" Is for Noose: a novel in
which Kinsey Millhone becomes the target and an entire town seems in for the kill.
"A" Is for Alibi "B" Is for Burglar "C" Is for Corpse "D" Is for Deadbeat "E" Is for
Evidence "F" Is for Fugitive "G" Is for Gumshoe "H" Is for Homicide "I" Is for
Innocent "J" Is for Judgment "K" Is for Killer "L" is for Lawless "M" Is for Malice "N"
Is for Noose "O" Is for Outlaw "P" Is for Peril "Q" Is for Quarry "R" Is for Ricochet "S"
Is for Silence "T" Is for Trespass "U" Is for Undertow "V" Is for Vengeance "W" Is
for Wasted "X"
Warning Miracle Hachette UK
'I will read absolutely anything Natasha Boyd writes ... I can say no more than that you must
pick this book up today. It is sheer perfection' 5* reader review From the author of the
award-winning Eversea and Forever, Jack. Fans of the intensely emotional romance of
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Nicholas Sparks, Jamie McGuire, Abbi Glines and Monica Murphy will lose their hearts to
Natasha Boyd's powerful, epic love story, Deep Blue Eternity. Livvy is on the run. And she's
escaped to the one place nobody will ever find her. But the isolated cottage isn't empty. Her
refuge is home to a troubled stranger, Tom, there for reasons of his own... In the intimacy of
the abandoned cottage, and the remote wilderness of the island, the electrifying connection
between them is impossible to ignore. Both running from their histories and shielding dark
secrets, their pasts catch up with them and collide in an unimaginable way. Deep emotions
and powerful chemistry face a painful battle with the tangle of lies, and scars of the past. If
the truth emerges, hearts will be shattered. Can love conquer all? Passionate. Devastating.
Explosive. Natasha Boyd will take your breath away with her unforgettable love stories.
Don't miss Eversea, Forever, Jack and the other gorgeous Butler Cove titles. 'I was
absolutely gripped by this book from opening the first page to the very last word!...If I could
give more than five stars I would!' 5* reader review 'Boyd's writing just seems to get better
and better! I have recommended this book to EVERYONE' 5* reader review

Bachelorette Bash Mad Libs Dragonfly Press Books
With This Kiss: Part One Lady Grace Ryburn, the daughter of the Duke and Duchess
of Ashbrook, has fallen wildly in love with Colin Barry, a dashing young lieutenant
serving his country in the Royal Navy. When he returns home to exuberant
celebrations, will he even notice the quiet wallflower he grew up with … or will he fall
for Grace's sparkling, gorgeous sister? Author's Note: Lady Grace is the eldest
daughter of the Duke and Duchess of Ashbrook, from The Ugly Duchess, and Colin is
the eldest adopted son of Sir Griffin Barry, from Seduced by a Pirate. In its entirety,
With This Kiss is a 200-page double-length novella.
American Kennel Club Stud Book Register Entangled: Lovestruck
Mad Libs is the world’s greatest word game and the perfect gift or activity for anyone who
likes to laugh! Write in the missing words on each page to create your own hilariously funny
stories all about bachelorette parties! Pass the TYPE OF LIQUID, it's bachelorette bash
time! With 21 “fill-in-the-blank” stories about getting married, exotic resorts, and making
unforgettable memories, Bachelorette Bash Mad Libs is the perfect activity for any
bachelorette party! Play alone, in a group, or at a bar crawl! Adult Mad Libs are a fun
activity recommended for ages 18 to NUMBER.
Glimpses of Fifty Years Dragonfly Press Books
[Siren Everlasting Classic: Sextet Anthology 4] Handcuffs and neckties and belts, oh my!
Many may fantasize about being bound while their lover has his or her wicked way with
them, but when faced with the opportunity, would you trust your partner enough to
relinquish all control? Or would you prefer to be the one in charge? Or are you among the
ranks of the undecided? Join the ladies of the Sextet for a look at both sides of the coin, and
discover what it means to be the recipient of intensely provocative sensual delights, or to be
the lady who knows how to tie a man down and take him to heights of ecstasy beyond his
imagination. Then try, if you will, to decide which you would prefer. Just remember, there is
no right or wrong here; there is only trust. When it comes to passion and love, you should
never underestimate the power of restraint. ** Trust by Elizabeth Raines [Contemporary,
bondage, sex toys] Type A Angie Traylor can’t seem to let go—even when she’s in bed with
the man she loves. Spiriting her away, Noah James uses enticing methods of seduction to
teach her to enjoy life and love and learn to trust. ** A Delicate Procedure by Cheryl Brooks
[Contemporary, bondage] Restraints are required when hunky graduate student Aidan Vidal
asks Nurse Trish Davis, his neighbor and former babysitter, for help with an embarrassing
problem. When he winds up tied to her bed, an unexpected and intensely erotic development
occurs. Suddenly, their age difference is no longer an impediment to love. ** Believe It or
Knot by Bethany Michaels [Contemporary, bondage] When Las Vegas magician’s assistant
Hannah Dunn convinces her boss and longtime crush Marcus Lorenzo to try a dangerous
new act involving a bed, a blindfold, and razor-sharp throwing knives, she learns that losing
control can have dangerous—and extremely erotic consequences. ** Lines of Communication
by Annie Morgan [Contemporary, bondage] Three years ago, expert mountain climbers
Rebecca Graham and Cameron Fitzgerald had a friendship and perhaps more. Until business
severed their ties. Now partnered again, can she belay her animosity long enough to
untangle the truth? ** String Theory by Mellanie Szereto Contemporary, bondage] Physicist
Andromeda Fetter's attraction to colleague Gunnar Keyes has her fit to be tied. Her
solution? She invites him to assist her with an experiment—one involving elastic bands and
how much force they can withstand. Will Gunnar submit to the bonds and help unlock
Andromeda's inner vixen? ** Tangled Metal and Emotions by Niki Hayes [Contemporary,
bondage] Losing control is not an option for Lindsey Valentine, and she's not about to let an
arrogant NASCAR driver—even one as sexy as Craig Westmoreland—railroad her new job.
Craig's met his match with Lindsey, but when the two tangle, it's unclear who will lose
control first. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Nashville Bound CRC Press
She pushes his buttons…he pushes her limits When country music princess Michelle kicks
country's baddest bad boy off her tour, she thinks her sexiest mistake is in her past. But
seven years later, falling record sales and a stagnant career force Michelle to head out on a
joint tour with the only man to fulfill her naughtiest fantasies. Michelle is determined to keep
the past in the past, but Shay tests her limits in bed and out. When old lies and new secrets
emerge, the ride is sure to get even rougher. Explore the naughty side of Nashville with all
the books in Bethany Michaels’ popular Nashville series!

Twelve Years a Slave Simon and Schuster
Rowena Caxton, formerly mistress of an estate, is reduced to being a “poor relation”
in her beautiful cousin Millicent’s home. When the new Lord Farleigh, former major
from the Peninsula wars, arrives in the neighborhood, Millicent immediately attempts
to attach him. But it is Rowena who teaches the earl about orchards—and about his
own heart. Regency Romance by Carola Dunn; originally published by Harlequin

The Leaving Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
First comes love, then comes marriage, then comes the baby carriage.I have
wished for that saying to come true every day of my life.But that's not my
reality.Here is my version:First comes the blind date with an incredibly sexy
football coach.Then comes the friends with benefits that you know is so wrong
but you don't care because it feels so right.Then comes the unexpected baby
carriage.At least we got one in order.Except Davis doesn't want the same
things I do.I want to fall in love.He says love isn't for him.I want a family.He
has made it clear that a family is not on his agenda.But babies don't care about
your plans. They come when they are ready. Even if you aren't.The same can
be said about falling in love.
Tempt Me with Darkness Nashville Flirt
When Harper Perry’s latest Hollywood debacle blows up the internet, the fallen
starlet returns home to Nashville…and the man she left behind. She needs someone
to make her Tennessee home livable--someone who will be discreet while she lays
low and lets all the negative press blow over. Former lover Dan Ryan is just the
handy man for the job. With her personal life being primetime tabloid fodder, her
career on the skids, and her concert tour facing cancellation, Harper has a lot to
figure out. The last thing she needs is the irresistibly sexy handyman working his
way back into her life…and her bed. Dan Bryan has never forgotten the girl who left
town the second he confessed his feelings for her ran deeper than the sizzling hot
hours they spent burning up the sheets. And with half a dozen women on speed dial,

he’s tried! But once he sees Harper again, he knows why no other woman has ever
touched his heart--he gave it away to Harper years earlier. Now that she’s back in
town, however briefly, Dan is determined not to let Harper get away a second
time...even if he has to give up everything he’s worked for to keep her.
Nashville Fling and Nashville Flirt Combo Penguin
Enjoy this Steamy Rockstar Romance series from Small Town Romance author Kaci
Rose... Bro Code Rule #1 – You can’t have your best friend's younger sister. Austin
What is it that guys I date don’t seem to understand what a causal relationship is?
That doesn’t mean to propose to me. This is why I packed up everything into my car
and I’m now heading to my brothers. Only he’s not there. His best friend Dallas is.
Dammit, he’s the reason none of my relationships have worked out. I compare them
all to how he treats me. When they go on tour and drag me along it’s hard to hide
feelings in the small space of a tour bus. But my brother has made it very clear.
Dallas is no good for me. We both risk losing my brother if we go any further. Dallas
It sucks when you can’t have the one girl you love. When the band I started with
Austin’s brother took off girls were easy. It was less messy having flings. Then she
moves into the house with us. Even when her brother has made it perfectly clear she
is off limits I can’t seem to stay away. She is still the only one who makes my heart
race. Can I convince them both I’ve changed, and I will be a one-woman man the rest
of my days if she just chooses me? She's Still The One is a standalone romance. A
HOT Brother's best Friend romance with a guaranteed happily ever after with a
reformed playboy rockstar, it does have some strong language and oh my, sexy
times. Enjoy!
Vocational Educator Simon and Schuster
Now in one volume, both Kingston Sisters novellas: Nashville Fling (Emily's Story) and
Nashville Flirt (Sarah's version of the story). Nashville Fling When Emily Kingston wins a
date with country music hunk Bo Branson from a Nashville radio station, she knows it's
meant to be. But when she and her sister, Sarah, arrive in Nashville for the big weekend, it
doesn't quite work out as she planned. The date isn't really a date--it's an extended meet-
and-greet for four: Bo, Emily, Sarah and Sean, the cute but annoying promotions guy from
the radio station. To make matters worse, Bo only has eyes for Sarah, when Emily is the
one he's supposed to be wining and dining! Emily enlists Sean to help her win Bo's attention,
but Sean has a secret crush of his own. Nashville Flirt Country music star Bo Branson is
exactly the kind of man Sarah Kingston doesn't want in her life. Sure, he's sexy, charming
and surprisingly sweet when he wants to be. But he's a no-plans, no-responsibility, no-
regrets kind of guy. Besides, Sarah's sister, Emily, is already half in love with him. There
are a million reasons to say no to Bo...and only one reason to say yes.
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